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Problem

Lexicography requires large corpora
but

many languages lack large corpora
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Conclusions



Web Corpora Collection

Goal: Building large corpora (100 million words)
Manual corpusbuilding

slow, labour intensive and expensive

Solution: Using Web as corpus
 Is the Web a Corpus ?

Yes.
Question to be asked: Is it a good corpus for the task at 

hand ?



Web Corpora Collection: cont..

Lexicography  and NLP
Larger the corpus, the better it is.
Many Domains

Why use Web ?
Largest source of electronic text.
Size of Web.
Capture changes in language – New vocabulary.



Earlier approaches: BooTCat (2004) and Serge Sharroff (2006)

Gather seed words
(Mid freq words of a language)

Generate large no. of queries
of length 'N' using above seeds

Send each query to Search Engine

Download 'search hits' pages.

Clean the pages : Extract text &
Remove Duplicates

Final Corpus



Corpus Factory

Minimize human intervention
Automate the process of collection

Goals: Generate any language corpus 
In a less time
With minimal labour, costs
Large and Clean Corpus over many domains.

A factory for building large scale corpus of any  
language.



Corpus Factory Goals

At each step of
web corpora collection, 

we identify the bottleneck and solve it



Step1: Gather Seed Words

Sharoff used 500 common words drawn from word 
lists from preexisting corpora
Eg: BNC for English, RNC for Russian

Bottleneck: No preexisting large general corpora 
for many languages. 
Seed words from many domains required.



Step1: Gather Seed word
Wikipedia (Wiki) Corpora : Gather seeds from it

Articles from many domains
Cheap
265 languages covered : More to come

Extract text from Wiki.
Wikipedia 2 Text

Tokenise the text.
Morphology of the language is important
Can use the existing word tokeniser tools.



Step 1: Gather Seed word

Thai Word Segmentation
Before tokenization

 ปั ญหาของประเทศพม่าในภูมิภาคคอือะไร
(Gloss: Burma's problems in the region)

(

After tokenization
 ปั ญหา/ ของ/ ประเทศ/ พม่า/ ใน/ ภูมิภาค/ คือ/ อะไร

problem/ of/ Country/ Burma/ in/ Region/ is / ?

Lemma vs word form

 పరంతంల vs పరంతం



Step 1: Gather Seed word

Build the word frequency lists 
Sort based on document freq (Descending)

Top words in the frequency list are the most 
frequent (Function) words of the lang.
Top 500 words (roughly)
Helps in identifying connected text.

We select mid frequent words as seeds
1000th  to 6000th words (roughly)



Step 2: Query Generation

Bottleneck: Identifying length of a query
Shorter length

Less number of queries are generated
Final corpora size is small.

Longer Length
Data sparsity problems.
Less number of hits

Reasonable length
Min hit count of most of the queries is 10.



Step 2: Query Generation



Step 3: Collection

Around 30,000 queries are generated in the 
previous step.

Retrieve top 10 search hits of each query.
Yahoo Search API

Download all pages of search hits.
Downloaded pages contain unwanted (markup) 

text.



Step 4: Cleaning

Body Text Extraction
Bioler plate text like navigation bars, advertisements 

and other recurring material like legal disclaimers are 
removed

Body Text Extraction algorithm (BTE, Finn et al. 2001)
 Bioler plate generally is rich in markup
 Body Text is light in markup.

Performed on all the downloaded pages to get plain 
text pages.



Step 4: Encoding Issues

Search engines generally normalize different 
encodings to UTF8 before indexing.

The pages downloaded may have different 
encodings.

Example: In Thai, TIS620 and UTF8 are famous.
Identify encoding of the page.
Normalize it to UTF8.
 'iconv' tool is used to normalize Thai.



Step 4: Encoding Issues

Very bad hit on Indian Languages
 Many encodings <> font pairs exist
 Cannot be retreived by UTF8 query
 Solution 

 Generate Queries in the native encoding
 Padma Plugin



Step 5: Filtering

Pages may contain unconnected text which is not 
desirable.
Eg: Menu of a hotel, list of names etc.

Connected text in sentences reliably contains a high 
proportion of function words (Baroni, 2007)

We determine the ratio of function words to non 
function words from wiki corpora.

Discard the pages if this ratio is not met.



Step 5: Near Duplicate Detection

Pages may contain duplicates.
Duplicates are removed using Broder et al (1997) 

similarity measure.
Two documents are similar if the similarity is greater 

than a threshold.
Similarity is based on the number of overlaps in their n

grams. 

Duplicate pages are removed.



Final Corpus of the 
desired language

is obtained.



Wiki and Web Corpora



Web Corpora Statistics



Evaluation

Corpus evaluation is a complex matter.
Good Corpus??

If it supports us in doing what we want to do.
Only after using the corpus we get to know.

The other strategy generally used is by comparison
comparing one corpus with another

i.e. comparing frequency lists of the two corpora



Evaluation: cont..

For each of the languages, we have two corpora 
available: 
the Web corpus and the Wiki corpus.  

Hypothesis: Wiki corpora are more ‘informational’
Informational > typical written
Interactional > typical spoken



Comparing Wiki and Web Corpora



Comparison

First and second person pronouns are strong 
indicators of interactional language.
For English: I me my mine you your yours we us our

Ratio of common 1st and 2nd person pronouns of 
web and wiki corpora per million corpus are 
calculated.



Results



Results prove that 
Web Corpora are more interactional.



What all can we do with Corpus Factory

> Platform to create any language resource.

> Corpus Factory + Sketch Engine

> Future Goal: Provide resources to as many 
languages as possible.



Swedish in Sketch Engine





Telugu in Sketch Engine





Future Work

Prepare corpora for all the official languages of the 
European Union, Korean, Tibetan and African 
languages.

Encoding problems
Estimate the Size of Web
Bing Vs Google Vs Yahoo



Conclusions

Corpus Factory presents
A method for developing large generallanguage 

corpora which can be applied to many languages
Many to come



Thank you

   Lexical Computing Ltd,
   sketchengine.co.uk

inquiries@sketchengine.co.uk
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